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Abstract
Most face recognition systems focus on
photo-based face recognition. In this paper, we present
a face recognition system based on face sketches. The
proposed system contains two elements: pseudo-sketch
synthesis and sketch recognition. The pseudo-sketch
generation method is based on local linear preserving
of geometry between photo and sketch images, which is
inspired by the idea of locally linear embedding. The
nonlinear discriminate analysis is used to recognize the
probe sketch from the synthesized pseudo-sketches.
Experimental results on over 600 photo-sketch pairs
show that the performance of the proposed method is
encouraging.

1. Introduction
Face recognition has attracted much attention in
recent years due to its potential applications, and a lot
of algorithms and systems have been proposed [1].
However, current face recognition systems almost
exclusively focus on photo-based face recognition. In
this paper, we develop a face recognition system based
on face sketches. This is very useful for face
recognition applications where a probe face photo is
not available. For example, in law enforcement
application, very often only a sketch drawing based on
the recollection of an eyewitness is available. We may
only be able to draw a sketch based on an old photo to
search for a long lost relative. To be able to search a
large photo database using a drawn sketch will be very
useful for the above applications. For these applications,
we only focus on sketches of plain style, i.e., without
exaggeration, so that the sketch can realistically
describe the real subject. Figure 1 gives two samples of
photo-sketch pairs.
From Figure 1, we can see that face sketches and

photos are of different modalities, which bring more
difficulties for face sketch recognition than normal face
recognition based on photo images, for it is hard and
improper to directly measure their similarities.
Intuitively, we may want to recover the photo image
from a sketch. However, this is an ill-pose problem, for
a sketch image often only has main facial features, and
many details features are ignored. An alternative
approach is to generate a pseudo-sketch from a photo
image [9,10,11], which is used in our scheme.

(a)

(b)

Figure 1. Samples of photo-sketch pairs: (a) Photos, (b)
Sketches.
Let I p be a photo image, and I s be a sketch image.
The procedure of pseudo-sketch generation is
equivalent to setting up a mapping relation P
between a photo and a sketch, I s = P( I p ) . Intuitively,
P should be a complex nonlinear mapping. In this
paper, we present a local geometry preserving based
nonlinear method to approximate the mapping function
P. Our method is inspired by a recently proposed
manifold learning method called locally linear
embedding (LLE) [2,3]. We assume that small image
patches in the photo and sketch images form manifold
with similar local geometry in two different image
spaces, and then we can automatically generate a
pseudo-sketch of a new photo from given training
photo-sketch pair samples based on local nearest
neighbors reconstruction.

Another element of the proposed system is sketch
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recognition, i.e., identifying the probe sketch from the
pseudo-sketches. Though we only focus on sketches of
plain style, it is also inevitable to have some distortions
when artists draw the sketches. In addition, the weight
combination of local nearest neighbors brings some
blurs to the pseudo-sketches. In order to reduce the
influence of nonlinear variations due to distortions and
blurs, we adopt the kernel based nonlinear discriminant
analysis (KNDA) [4] for sketch recognition, which
combines the nonlinear kernel trick with linear
discriminant analysis (LDA). We evaluate the
recognition performance on a database of 606 subjects,
and compared KNDA with Bayesian subspace [5],
LDA [6] and PCA [7].

2. Related Work
Recently, an effective face sketch recognition
system is developed based on an assumption that the
mapping P between a photo and a sketch can be
approximated as a linear process [9,10]. According to
PCA reconstruction, a new face photo and sketch can
be represented by a linear combination of training
photo-sketch pair samples T p and Ts respectively,
I p = T p C p and I s = Ts C s , where each column of T p

and Ts represents a training photo sample and the
corresponding sketch sample respectively, and the
linear combination coefficient C p and C s are column
vectors obtained by PCA eigentransform. Based on the
linear assumption, a sketch should have a similar linear
reconstruction to its corresponding photo image,
C s ≈ C p , so the pseudo-sketch of a photo can be
synthesized with Ts C p . This technique is called
eigentransform based pseudo-sketch synthesis. Three
distances based on C p − C s were defined for sketch
recognition. To further improve the performance, in
[11], shape and texture information in a photo are
separated, and such an eigentransform is conducted on
shape and texture respectively. Finally, a Bayesian
subspace classifier is employed to recognize the probe
sketch from the pseudo-sketches.
However, it is not difficult to notice that
approximating the sketch drawing process of an artist
by a linear process is not accurate. This process may be
better estimated as a nonlinear process. The proposed
method in this paper differs from [9,10,11] in that two
nonlinear techniques are presented for pseudo-sketch
synthesis and sketch recognition, i.e., the local
geometry preserving based pseudo-sketch synthesis
and the KNDA based sketch recognition.

3. The Pseudo-Sketch Synthesis
Because sketch and photo images are in different
modalities, it is difficult to directly measure their
similarities. In the proposed system, we first generate
the pseudo-sketch of a photo image, and then match the
probe sketch with the pseudo-sketches. Inspired by the
idea of LLE, we present a local geometry preserving
based method to learn the mapping relation between
photos and sketches from a training set.
LLE is a promising manifold learning method, and
is widely used for nonlinear dimension reduction of
high-dimensional data and image analysis [2,3,12]. The
basic idea of LLE is to compute neighbor-preserving
mapping between a high-dimensional original data
space and a low-dimensional feature space, based on
simple geometric intuition that each data and its
neighbors lie on or close to a locally patch of the
manifold. According to this idea, we present a method
based on the idea of local geometry preserving for
pseudo-sketch synthesis, with the help of training photo
and sketch image pairs, T p and Ts .
Due to the complexity of face structure, we adopt
a patch-based strategy as [12,13]. We divide the photo
and sketch images into N small overlapping image
patches in the same way (the photo and sketch images
are geometrically normalized by fixing the locations of
eyes in our experiments). We denote photo and sketch
image patches as I tp and I st , t = 1,2,..., N . In this
paper, we only consider sketch images of plain style
only, so we can assume that corresponding photo and
sketch image patches form manifolds with similar local
geometry in two different image spaces. Thus, similar
to LLE, for each photo image patch I tp , we first fit it
with its K nearest neighbors from training samples T pt ,
and calculate the reconstruction weights, and then its
corresponding sketch patch I st can be estimated from
training sketch samples Tst by preserving the local
geometry. The sketch synthesis algorithm is
summarized as follows:

For t = 1,2,...N
(1) For a photo patch I tp , find its K nearest
neighbors Iˆ tpk ∈ T pt , k = 1,2,..., K .
(2). Compute the reconstruction weights of the
neighbors, w tpk , k = 1,2,..., K , that minimize
the error of reconstructing I tp .
(3). Based on local geometry preserving, estimate
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its sketch patch I st using the corresponding
t
∈ Tst of the K nearest
sketch patches Iˆsk
neighbors Iˆ t and the reconstruction weights
pk

w tpk

our experiments, both the face photo and sketch images
have a size of 160 × 100 , and we set the patch size as
13× 13 . Figure 3 gives a comparison of pseudosketches with different patch sizes.

, k = 1,2,..., K .

END.

In step (1), the Euclidean distance is used to find
the nearest neighbors, and the local reconstruction
based on the K nearest neighbors in step (2) is achieved
by minimizing,
2

K

ε ( w) =
t

I tp

−

¦

w tpk Iˆ tpk

,

(1)

k =1

K

subject to

¦

w tpk = 1 . This is a constrained least

k =1

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 2. Comparison of pseudo-sketches with different
neighbor sizes: (a) K = 5 , (b) K = 25 , (c) K = 50 .

squares problem. By defining a K × K matrix Q,
(2)
Q(i, j ) = ( I tp − Iˆ tpi ) T ( I tp − Iˆ tpj ) ,
and R = Q −1 , this constrained least squares problem
has the following close-form solution [3]:
K

w tpk

¦ R ( k , m) ,
=
¦ ¦ R(i, j )
m =1

K

K

i =1

j =1

(3)

(a)

where k = 1,2,..., K .
In step (3), the sketch patch I st can be estimated
based on w tpk and the corresponding K sketch patches

(b)

(c)

Figure 3. Comparison of pseudo-sketches with different
patch sizes: (a) 7 × 7 , (b) 13× 13 , (c) 19 × 19 .

4. Sketch Recognition

t
Iˆsk
in Tst .
K

I st =

¦w

t ˆt
pk I sk

.

(4)

k =1

In order to enforce local compatibility and
smoothness between adjacent synthetic sketch patches,
we use an average for overlapped regions in the final
reconstructed results.
From above description, we can see that there are
three parameters: the number of neighbors K, the patch
size, and the degree of overlapping between adjacent
patches. We find that blur appears when the number of
neighbors K is too large. Figure 2 shows the
comparison of K = 5,25,50 with a patch size 13× 13 . In
our experiments, we set K = 5. The idea of overlapping
is to keep smooth transition between two adjacent
patches. We keep 2/3 region overlapping. For the patch
size, we find that some details are disappeared when
the size is too large, and noise appears with too small
patches. In addition, the size of patches should be
related to the size of the photo and sketch images. In

Face sketch recognition is to measure similarities
between the probe sketch and the pseudo-sketches from
photos. In [11], Bayesian subspace classifier is used to
improve the sketch recognition performance, in which
the distribution of the difference between a real sketch
drawn by an artist and its corresponding pseudo-sketch
is assumed to be a Gaussian distribution [5]. In this
paper, we adopt the KNDA based nonlinear
discriminative classifier for sketch recognition, in order
to better describe nonlinear variations due to distortions
and blurs in the real sketches drawn by artists and
pseudo-sketches.
KNDA is a nonlinear version of LDA, and it is
widely used in pattern recognition [14,15,16]. The idea
of KNDA is first to map the input data X into an
implicit feature space F with the nonlinear kernel trick,
φ : x∈RD →φ(x) ∈F , and then LDA is performed in F to
extract nonlinear discriminating features of the original
data. In implementation, the implicit feature vector φ
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does not need to be explicitly calculated; instead it is
embodied by computing the inner product of two
F
using
a
kernel
function,
vectors
in
k ( x1 , x2 ) = (φ ( x1 ) ⋅ φ ( x2 )) [4].
Assuming the training set has N images and C
classes. X c represents the sample set of the c-th class
with N c samples. Define the within class scatter
φ
Sw
=

C

¦φ ¦(φ(x ) − µ )(φ(x ) − µ )
j

i

j

i

T

and the between

i =1 ( x j )∈X i

class scatter Sbφ =

C

¦ N (µ − µ)(µ − µ)
i

i

i

T

in F, where µ i

i =1

and µ are the mean of the i-th class samples and the
mean of all the samples in F respectively, and
φ ( x j ) ∈ X i means x j belongs to the i-th class.
Performing LDA in F is equivalent to maximizing the
following objective function:
J (W φ ) = arg max
Wφ

| (W φ ) T S bφ W φ |
φ φ
| (W φ ) T S w
W |

(5)

.

N

¦ α φ(x )
i=1

i

i

due to linear transform property. Define the column
vector Ki = (k(xi , x1 ), k(xi , x2 ),...,k(xi , xN ))T . Then equation
(4) can be rewritten as:
J (α ) = arg max
α

| α T Gbα |
| α T G wα |

C

where Gb =

¦

Ni (mi − m)(mi − m)T

i=1

(6)

,

, mi =

1
Ni

Ni

¦K

j

with

j =1

Kj ∈Xi which represents x j

class, m is

the

mean

belonging to the i-th
of all the m i , and

C

Gw =

¦ ¦ (K

j

5. Experiments
We conduct the experiments on a database of
606 persons [11]. Each person has a frontal face
photo image and a sketch image with plain style
drawn by an artist. We divide the database into two
sets. One is a training set containing 306 persons,
and the other is a testing set that is composed of the
rest 300 persons. The training set has two functions.
One is for generating the pseudo-sketches of photo
images in the testing set, and another is for learning
classifiers. Of Course, as for the training set, we also
need pseudo-sketches in learning classifiers. In order
to keep the training set and testing set separated, we
use the leave-one-out strategy to generate the
pseudo-sketches in the training set.

5.1. Pseudo-Sketch Synthesis Performance

Because W φ is a linear transformation in F, any
solution wφ ∈Wφ can be represented by wφ =

study.

− m i )( K j − mi ) T . Thus, the problem

i =1 K j ∈X i

of KNDA is converted into finding the leading
eigenvectors of G w−1Gb .
Practically, KNDA produces a nonlinear subspace.
We project the probe sketch and pseudo-sketch into this
subspace, and measure their similarity based on

Figure 4 (c) shows some results of pseudo-sketch
synthesis based on local geometry preserving, and
comparison with the sketches drawn by artists and
obtained by the eigentransform method in [9,10]. We
can see that the proposed method is better than the
eigentransform method. Basically, the pseudo-sketch
reconstructed by the proposed method can well
approximate the real sketches. Some blurs exist
because we use the weighted sum of K nearest
neighbors and overlapping between two adjacent
patches for smoothness. The proposed method uses the
idea of local geometry preserving to approximate the
complex nonlinear mapping between photo and sketch
patches, while the eigentranform method simply
regards the mapping as a linear process. Though in [11],
the synthesis effect of the eigentransform method can
be improved by separating shape and texture, it is
based on geometrical feature points, so some facial
information cannot well be reconstructed.

5.2 Sketch Recognition Performance

and y p are the projections of the probe sketch and

Like most face recognition approaches, we
remove the hair and background with a mask before
doing recognition, for they are unreliable factors. The
polynomial kernel function is selected for KNDA,
k(x1, x2) = (a(x1 ⋅ x2) +b)d , and the parameters are set as

pseudo-sketch, y = α T (k ( x1 , x), k ( x2 , x),...,k ( xn , x))T .

a = 10 −3 , b = 1 , and d = 3 .

p
distance in the subspace, d = y r − y , where y r

Notice, each class has two samples: a real
sketch drawn by an artist and a pseudo-sketch in our

Besides the Bayesian subspace method, we also
compare KNDA with LDA [6] and PCA [7]. As for
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Bayesian subspace, we respectively reserve 90% and
95% energy in the PCA principal subspace, which
means the ratio of energy,

M
λ
i =1 i

¦

/

N
λ
i =1 i

¦

, being

equivalent to 0.9 and 0.95 respectively, where
M
λ
i =1 i

¦

represents the sum of eigenvalues in the

principal subspace, and

N
λ
i =1 i

¦

guarantee the within class scatter in LDA and KW in
KNDA non-singularity, we adopt the trick of enhanced
LDA for LDA [6], and we use KW′ = KW + µI to
replace KW for KNDA, where µ is a small constant
( 10 −4 ) and I is the identity matrix [14].

is the sum of all the

eigenvalues. For simplify, we denote them as Bayes90
and Bayes95 in the following. Similar to KNDA, the
distance based similarity measure is used for LDA and
PCA. Because there are not enough training samples to

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)
Figure 5. Comparison of recognition rate.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(a)

(b)

(c)

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(d)

(d)

Figure 4. Some pseudo-sketch synthesis results: (a)
photo images, (b) sketches drawn by artists, (c) pseudosketches with the proposed method, (d) pseudosketches with the eigentransform method.

Figure 6. Comparison of cumulative match scores.
Figure 5 reports the recognition accuracy of
KNDA, Bayesian, LDA and PCA. We can see that the
performance of KNDA is better than the other three
methods. KNDA has the highest recognition rate
87.67%, while the best recognition rates of LDA and
PCA are 85% and 64.33% respectively. Bayes90 gets
the recognition rate of 84 % and Bayes95 is 83.33%. In
Figure 6, we use the cumulative score to evaluate the
performance of the algorithms. Actually, Figure 6
reports the results of rank 1. It can be found that KNDA
also has better performance than Bayesian subspace,
LDA and PCA. KNDA can reach 99 % at rank 8, while
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the other three are still below 98 % up to rank 10. PCA
has the worst performance, for it is optimal for
reconstruction but not for discriminating one class from
the others. Though LDA is based on the goal of
separating one class from the others, it is a linear
method in nature. The performance of Bayesian
subspace is similar to that of LDA, since it also
assumes the distribution of the intra-personal difference
as a Guassian. In practice, there exist complex
nonlinear variations due to man-made distortions and
blurs in the real sketches and pseudo-sketches.
In [9,10,11], extensive experiments show that the
eigentransform method outperforms the conventional
eigenface based method [7] and EGM based method
[8]. In [11], in order to further improve its performance,
shape and texture information of the photos are
separated, and the Bayesian subspace classifier is
performed. We call it the modified eigentransform
method. Using a testing set containing 300
photo-sketch pairs, the first match for the both
conventional methods is no more than 30%, and the
tenth rank is no more than 60% [11]. The modified
eigentransform method gets the recognition rate of
81.33% at rank 1 and the best recognition of 97%
within rank 10, while the corresponding performances
of the proposed method obtains 87.67% and 99%.

6. Conclusions.
We proposed a new face recognition system based
on face sketch image probing. It has potential
applications in law enforcement and other photo search
application. The proposed system contains two
elements: pseudo-sketch synthesis and face sketch
recognition. Based on local geometry preserving,
pseudo-sketches of photos can be automatically
synthesized with the help of training photo-sketch pair
samples. The KNDA based nonlinear discriminating
classifier is adopted to match the probe sketch with the
pseudo-sketches. Experimental results show the
effectiveness of the proposed method.
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